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The Understanding the Atom Series

Nuclear Energy is playing a vital role in the life of every
man, woman, and child in the United States today. ln tlre
years ahead it will affect increasingly all the peoples of the
earth. lt is essential that all Americans gain an understanding
of this vital force if they are to discharge thoughtfully theii
responsibilities as citizens and if they are to realize fully the
myriad benef its that nuclear energy offers them.

The United States Atomic Energy Commission provides
this booklet to help you achieve such understanding.
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OI]RATOMICWORLD
By C. Jackson Craven

The stot )t oJ atomic energ'y e.uoLues froru Lhe

cu1:ios'ity of people concerming tlrc mature rutd
styucture of tnatter, tlrc stulf of nl.tich all
maLeyial tltings aT e Lnad.e.

The Greeks Were Curious About Matter

Certain philosophers of ancient Glreece-Democritus for
one-were fascinated by thequestion: what is lnatter ? You
can imagine one of the philosophers saying to his pupils:

"Gentlemen, Iet us consider a piece of cheese. With a
knife we can cut it in two, thus obtaining smaller pieces.
We can then cut one of these smaller pieces in two, obtain-
ing stili smaller pieces. We can tkink about repeating this
process over and over to get smaller and smaller pieces of
cheese. Now can this process be continued without limit,
or will a time come when we arrive at the smallest possi-
ble piece of cheese ? In other words, is there a piece so
small that we must have at least that much or none, with
no choice in between?"

It is probabie that most people who thought about this
question at aII during the next two thousand years answered
the last question in the negative. The prevailing notion was
that matter was continuous, with no theoretical limit as to
how small a piece of cheese, or anything else, might be.



This concept was humorously exlpressed by the British
mathematician Augustus De Morgan (1806-1871) in these

lines:

Great Jleas haue litlle Jleas upon their bachs to bite 'em,

And little JTeas haue lesse'r J7eas, and so, ad inJinilum.

The Atomie Theory ls Conlirmed

De Morgan evidently did not keep up with the latest de-
velopments in science, however, because two years before
his birth, John Dalton, anEnglish schoolteacher, had changed
the atomic theory of matter from a philosophical specula-
tion into a firmly established principle. The evidence that
convinced Dalton and many other contemporary scientists
of the reality of atoms came from quantitative chemical
analysis.

Dalton knew that many chemical substances could be

separated into two or more simpler substances. Chemicals
that could be separated further were called compounds;
those that could not were called elements. Careful experi-
ments by Dalton and others showed that whenever two or
more elements combined chemically to make a compound
the relative amounts of the elements had tobe carefully ad-
justed to fit a definite proportion in order to have no ele-
ments left over after the reaction was finished. For ex-
ample, if hydrogen and oxygen v,fere combined to form
water, the weight of oxygen had to be eight times the weight
of hydrogen; otherwise, either some hydrogen or some

oxygen would be left over.
This fundamental truth is now called the Law of Definite

Proportions. Another important principle, called the Law
of Multiple Proportions, is illustratedby hydrogen peroxide,
which is made up of the same two elements that are found
in water. The weight of oxygen in hydrogen peroxide, how-
ever, is 16 times the weight of hydrogen or exactly twice
the relative weight found in water.

These principles of chemical combination convinced
Dalton that each chemical element consists of small,
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indivisible units, al.l just al.ike, called atoms, and that each
chemical compound also has basic units, called molecules,
which cannot be divided without reducing the compound
into its elements-that is, destroying it as a compound.
He visualized a molecule of a compound as formed by the
uniting of individual atoms of two or more elements. It was
obvious to him that in any molecule of a compound, the
weight of each atom of a component element bore a pro-
portionate relationship to the weight of the entire molecule
which was equal to the proportion, by weight, of all that
element in the compound. And although Dalton had no idea
how heavy any individual atom really was, he could tell
how many litnes heavier or lighter it ruas than an atom of
another element.

Incidentally, Dalton mistakenly thought that one atom of
oxygen was eight times as heavy as one atom of hydrogen
instead of 16 times as heavy. He assumed a water molecule
to be HO instead of HrO.

Cathode Rays Show

Atoms Contain Smaller Parts
Curiosity about the fundamental nature of matter was

matched by equally avid curiosity about the fundamental
nature of electricity. Before 1850 much had been learned
about the behavior of electric charge and electric currents
flowing through solids and liquids. ReaI progress in under-
standing electric charge, however, had to wait for the de-
velopment of highly efficient vacuum pumps.

About 1854 Heinrich Geissler, a German glassblower,
developed an improved suction pumpr and also succeeded
i.n sealing into a glass tube two wires attached to metal
electrodes inside the tube. Experimenters were then ableto
study the flow of electricity through a near-vacuum. A
Geissler tube is diagramed in Figure 1.

By the 1890s it had become clear that the flow of elec-
tricity through a highly evacuated tube consisted of a nega-
tive electric charge moving at a very high speed along
straight lines between sealed-in electrodes. Since it origi-
nated at the negative electrode, or cathode, the invisible
stream of charge was named 'tathode rays."



VACUUM PUMP

Figure I Geisslet, 'f t.Lbe.

Although many investigators contributed to knowledge
about cathode rays, the experiments of Joseph J. Thomson,
a British physicist, are generally considered to have been
the most enlightening. Thomson arranged a cathode-ray
tube so that the rays could be deflected by magnets and by
electrically charged metal plates, By applying certainwell-
known principles of physics, he was able to confirm an
impression already held by physical chemists, namely, that
electric charge, like matter, was "atomized"-the stream
of charge consisted of a swarrn of very smaII particles, aLl
alike. He succeeded also in determining that the speed of
the particles was about one-tenth the speed of light.

Probably Thomson's most significant result was deter-
mining the ratio of the charge of each little particle to its
weight. He was able to do this by measuring the magnetic
force required to divert a stream of charged particles.
(You can do this experiment yourself with relatively simple
equipment.) This charge-to-weight ratio provedtobe nearly
2000 times greater than the alreadyknown charge-to-weight
ratio for a positively charged hydrogen atom, or ion, whl.ch
until then was thought to be the lightest constituent of
matter. It remained to be determined whether charge or
weight caused the difference. Further experimentation
showed that the charges were approximately the same
amount in the two cases. It was therefore proven that the
weight of the hydrogen atom, lightest of all the atoms, was
nearly 2000 times as great as the weight of one of the little
negative particles.
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The name "electron" was given to the small negative
particles identified by Thomson. Since the electrons had
come from the cathode, it was apparent that the atoms in
the cathode must contain electrons. Thomson reasoned that
electric current in a rpire is a stream of electrons passing
successively from atom to atom and that the difference
between an electrically charged atom and a neutral atom
is that the charged one has gained or lost one or more
electrons,

Radioactive Atoms Diseovered

IIenri Beccluerel

Courtesy fournal of Cherical
Education, Discovery of the
Elements, Mary Elvira Weeks.

In 1896 the French physicist Henri Becquerel was inves-
tigating the relation between fluorescence and X rays, a
puzzling kind of penetrating radiation discovered a few
months earlier by the German, Withetm Roentgen. Various
chemical compounds fluoresce, or glow, when exposed to
ultraviolet rays and other types of radiation. While experi-
menting with a large number of chemicals, Becquerel
discovered, quite by accident, that a compound containing
the element uranium can, without being exposed to any kind
of radiation, darken aphotographicptate completely wrapped
in heavy black paper.

Although no one realized it at the time, Becquerel had
discovered that atoms of some elements will at random
times transform themselves into atoms of a different ele-
ment by emitting certain extremely high-speed charged
particles. Atoms that can do this are saidtobe radioactive,
and it was the radiation from transforming uranium atoms
that darkened Becquerel's photographic plate.



Rutherlord Finds the Atomic Nueleus

Ernest RuthetJol,d,
7077 7aa7

Courtesy Nobelstiftelsen

We are greatly indebted to the imagination and e>rperi-
mental skill of the British physicist Ernest Rutherford for
the interpretation of radioactivity in terms of the structure
of atoms.

Rutherford, born and educated in New ZeaIand, moved to
England to work under Thomson at Cambridge University
in 1895. Shortly a-fterward, WiIheIm Roentgen in Germany
discovered X rays, Becquerel in France discovered radio-
activity, and Thomson proved the existence of the electron.

During the next few years, curiosity about the funda-
mental nature of radioactivity led a number of people to do
a great deal of work. The element thorium was found to be
radioactive, and Marie and Pierre Curie discovered two
new elements, polonium and radium, that were also radio-
active. The radiation from radioactive materials was found
to be of three kinds calledalpharays,beta rays, and gamma
rays. Alpha rays were first detected by Rutherford, who
Iater identified them as positively charged helium atoms.
Becquerel demonstrated that beta rays, Iike cathode rays,
consist of negatively charged electrons. The highly pene-
trating gamma rays were proved by RutherfordandE. N. da
C, Andrade to be electromagnetic radiation similar to X
rays.

Rutherford, in collaboration with the English chemist
Frederick Soddy, brought order out of a chaos of. puzzlLng
discoveries by establishing the general behavior of radio-
active atoms. He determined that certain naturally occur-
ring atoms of high atomic weight can spontaneously emit
an alpha or a beta particle and thereby convert themselves
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into new atoms. These new atoms, being also radioactive,
sooner or later convert themselves into still different
atoms, and so on. Each time an alpha particle is emitted
in this sequence, the new atom is lighter by the weight of
the alpha particle, or helium atom. The disintegration
process proceeds from stage to stage until at last a stabl,e
atom is produced. The end product in this "decay" process
in naturally occurring radioactive elements is lead.

One experiment by Rutherford and his co-workers had a
most profound effect on the understanding of atomic struc-
ture. What they did was to direct a stream of alpha par-
ticles at a thin piece of gold foil. The results were as-
tonishing. Almost all the particles passed straight through
the foil without changing direction. Of the few particles
that did ricochet in new directions, however, some were
deflected at very sharp angles. (See Figure 2.)

SOME PARTICLES WERE
DEFLECTED AT SHARP ANGLES

\,,

:-: MOsT PARTtCLES PASSED'_ 
STRAIGHT THRoUGH

STREAI'd 0f
ALPHA PARTICLES

. .GOLD \

Figure 2 RuthetJot'd's ntost Jamotts expe'r'itnent, uhich l.ed hittt to
the concept ctJ thc nrttleus.

As a result of this experiment, Rutherford proposed a
concept of the atom entirely different from the one which
prevailed at this time. The prevailing notion was one ad-
vanced by Thomson which conceived of an atom as a blob
of positive electric charge in which were imbedded, in much
the same way as pLurns are in a pudding, enough electrons
to neutralize the positive charge. Rutherford's concept,
which quickly set aside Thomson's "plum pudding" model,
was that an atom has aII of its positive charge and virtually
all of its mass concentrated in a tinv space at its center.



(Collisions with this center, which came to be known
therea-fter as the nucleus, had been responsible for the
sharp changes in direction of some of the alpha particles.)
The space surrounding this nucleus is entirely empty
except for tfie presence of a number of electrons (79 in the
case of the gold atom), each about the same size as the
nucleus.

To illustrate Rutherford's concept, Iet us imagine a gold
atom magnified so that it is as large as a bale of cotton.
The nucleus at the center of this large atom would be the
size of a speck of black pepper. If this imaginary bale
weighed 500 pounds, the little speck at its center would
weigh 4993f pounds; the surrounding cotton (corresponding
to empty space in Rutherford's concept) containing the ?9
electrons would weigh blrt tfl pound. To express this idea
another way, any object such as a gold ring, as dense and
solid as it may seem to us, consists almost entirely of
nothing !

The Proton Is Reeoflnized

Rutherford's di.scovery aroused intense curiosity about
the nature and possible structure of this extremely small,
but all-important, part of an atom. It was assumed that the
positive charge carried by the nucleus must be a whole-
number multiple of a small unit equal in size but opposi.te
in sign to the charge of an electron. This conclusion was
based on the information that all atoms contain electrons
and that an undisturbed atom is electrically neutral. Since
it was known that a neutral atom of hydrogen contains just
one electron, it appeared that the charge on a hydrogen
nucleus must represent the fundamental unit of positive
charge, some multiple of which would represent the charge
on any other nucleus. Several lines of investigation com-
bined to establish quite firmly that nuclei of atoms occupy-
ing adjacent positions on the periodic chart of the elements
differed in charge by this fundamental unit. Since the
hydrogen nucleus seemed to play such an important role in
making up the charges of all other nuclei, it was given ttre
name proton fromtheGreek "protos," whichmeans "first."
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lsotopes Are lliscovered

At a historic meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science held in Birmingham, England, in
1913, two apparently unrelated lines of investigation were
reported, each of which showed that some atomic nuclei
have identical electric charges but differentweights.

One report was presented by Frederick Soddy, who had
collaborated with Rutherford in explaining the pattern of
natural radioactivity. Soddy knew that the nucleus of a ra-
dioactive atom loses both weight and positive charge when
it throws out an alpha particle (helium nucleus). On the
other hand, when a nucleus emits a beta particle (negative
electron), its positive charge increases, but its weight is
practically unchanged. Thus Soddy could deduce the weights
and nuclear charges of many radioactive products. In sev-
eral cases the products of two different kinds of radio-
activity had the same nuclear charge but different weights.
Since it is the positive charge carried by the nucleus of an
atom which fixes the number of negative electrons needed
to complete the atom, the nuclear charge is really respon-
sible for the exterior appearance, or chemical properties,
of the atom.

This conclusion was confirmed by unsuccessful efforts to
separate by chemical means different radioactive products
having the same nuclear charge but different weights. The
products might have had quite different rates of radioactive
disintegration, but they appeared to consist of chemically
identical atoms of the same chemical element and hence to
belong at the same place on the periodic chart of the ele-
ments. Soddy suggested that such atoms be called isotopes,
from a Greek word meaning "same place,"

At the same meeting, Francis W. Aston, an assistant of
Thomson, described what happened when charged atoms, or
ions, of neon gas were accelerated in a discharge tube
similar to the cathode-ray tube in which Thomson had
discovered the electron. The rapidly moving neon ions
were deflected by a magnet. Since light objects are more
easily deflected than heavy objects, the amount ofdeflection
indicated the weight. By making a comparison with a
familiar gas like oxygen, Thomson and Aston were actually



able to measure the atomic weight of neon. To their sur-
prise they found two.,lrinds of neon, About nine-tenths of the
neon atoms had an atomic weight of 20, and the remainder
an atomic weight of.22.

What Thomson and Aston had done was to show that the
stable element neon is a mixture of two isotopes. A device
that can do what their apparatus did is called a mass
spectrograph. (See Figure 3.) Since their time, instru-
ments of this type have shown that more than three-fourths
of the stable chemical elements are mixtures of two or
more stable isotopesl in fact, there are about 300 such
isotopes in all. The number of known unstable radioactive
isotopes (radioisotopes), natural or man-made, is greater
than 1000 and is still growing!

ION STREAM BENT
BY MAGNETIC FIELD

OF A MAGNET

LIGHTER IONS BENT
MORE SHARPLY

PHOTSGRAPH}C
PLATE

NEON IONS FORMED BY
AN ELECTRON STREAM

Figure 3 Xlass spectloglaph as used by Thontsott rntd AsLott to
nleesut e Llrc alont.ic u'eigltt oJ tteon.

The Alehemists'Dream Comes True

During the Middle Ages the desiretofinda way to convert
a base metal like lead into gold was the outstanding incen-
tive for research in chemistry. When the important role of
the nucleus in determining the chemical properties of an
atom became clear and the natural transmutation accom-
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panying radioactivity was understood, the fascinating idea

occurred to many people that perhaps man would soon be

able to alter the nucleus of a stable atom and thus deliber-
ately convert one element into another. In ahistoric lecture
delivered in Washington, D. C., in April 1914, Rutherford
said, "It is possible that the nucleus of an atom may be al-
tered by direct collision of the nucleuswithvery swift elec-
trons or atoms of helium (i.e., beta oralpha particles) such

as are ejected from radioac-
tive matter... . Under favor-
able conditions, these Parti-
cles must pass very close to
the nucleus and maY either
lead to a disruPtion of the
nucleus or to a combination
with it."

ilIedieual Alcherttist
Courtesy Fisber Scientif ic Conpany

World War I began shortly after Rutherford made this
statement, and preoccupation with war work stopped his
experiments with nuclei. In 1919, however, he published a

paper describing what happens when alpha particles pass

through nitrogen gas. Very fast protons, orhydrogennuclei,
appear to originate along the paths of the alpha particles'
The following is from Rutherford's paper:

"If this be the case, we must conclude that the nitrogen

atom is disintegrated under the intense forces developed

in a close collision with a swift alpha particle, and that the

hydrogen atom which is liberated formed a constituent part

of the nitrogen nucleus. '. , The results as a whole suggest

that, if alpha particles or similar projectiles of still greater

energy were available for experiment, we might expect to

break down the nuclear structure of many of the lighter
atoms."
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This prediction has certainly been verified through the
use of the atomic artillery provided by extremely powerful
particle accelerators, or "atom smashers.',*

The Beuatron accelerato,t, at the (Iniaersity of Catiforni,a's Law-
't ence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California, shoan after
recent retnodeling in tohich it nas enclosed in concrete shiettling.

Courtesy Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

Patrick Blackett in England and W. D. Harkins in the
United States soon proved independently that, during the
nuclear event reported by Rutherford in his 1919 paper, an
alpha particle combines with a nitrogen nucleus and that
the resulting unstable combination immediately emits a
proton and ends up as one of the isotopes of oxygen. This
was the first i.nstance of deliberate transmutation of one
stable chemical element into another. Since that time prac-
tically every known element has been transmuted by bom-
bardment. The dream of the alchemists has been partially
fulfilled in that mercury has been changed into gold. We
say "partiatly fulfilled" because the process is much too
expensive to be economically profitable.

*For more information about these devices, see Acceleyato,t s, z
companion booklet in this Understanding the Atom series.
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Some Particles
Have No Hectrie Charge

During the early 1920s a number of investigators, in-
cluding Harkins in the United States, Orme Masson in
Australia, and Rutherford and his assistant James Chadwick
in England, seriously considered the possibility that a
neutral particle might exist in nature, possibly formed by
the very close association of a proton and an electron.
However, strenuous efforts to produce such particles by
combining protons and electrons were unsuccessful.

During these years the new technique of bombarding all
kinds of matter with alpha particles to see what would
happen was widely exploited, and it gradually became clear
that in a few instances a peculiar and highly penetrating
kind of radj.ation was produced. In 1932, Chadwick suc-
ceeded in showing that the peculiar radiation must consist
of a stream of particles, each weighing about the same as
a proton but having no electrical charge.

The name "neutron" for a possible neutral particle of
this type was suggested by Harkins in the United States in
1921. Much evidence now exists that the neutron is a funda-
mental particle in its own right and that it should not be
thought of merely as a particle formed by a very close
association between a proton and an electron.

The new particle discovered by Chadwick was destined to
play a totally unexpected role, not only in the history of
atomic science but also in the fate of nations. It immedi-
ately outmoded a previous concept of the nucleus that
pictured it as a cluster of protons approximately half of
which were neutralized by electrons crowded into the
nucleus. A nucleus is now thought of as containing just
protons and neutrons.

The neutron was also greeted by nuclear workers as a
practically perfect kind of bullet. Unlike charged alpha
particles, uncharged neutrons can approach a charged
nucleus completely unopposed. It is physically impossible
for any kind of container to hold a swarm of free neutronsl
they seep right through its waIls.
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Matter Is Energy; [nergy ls Matter

So far, in the story about man's curiosity concerning the
fundamental nature and structure of matter, the development
of ideas about strttcture has been emphasized. We will now
take a brief look at a development whichstrongly influenced
our ideas about the fundamental n.atttre of matter.

In 1BB? reports appeared on a famous study, often re-
ferred to as the Michelson-Morley experiment, which was
aimed at determining the earth's speed through absolute
space. The entirely unexpected results of the experiment
had a great impact on the concepts of space and time. We
wiII here concern ourselves with just one outcome of the
experiment.

In 1905, a young German-
born physics student named
Albert Einstein, who was
working as a patent exam-
iner in Switzerland, published
three papers, each of which
had a profound effect on a
different fieid of physics.

One of the papers dealtwith
some peculiar speculations
about space and time which
began to interest him when he
was studying the Michelson-
Morley experiment. The con-
tents of the paper are now
referred to as the Special
Theory of Relativity. This
paper contains several pre-
dictions that seemed incredi-
ble to the average physicistof
that day. These predictions
have, however, long sincebeen
proved valid.

One of Einstein's predictions had to do with the equiva-
Ience of matter and energy. Until 1905 maller had been
considered as something that has mass or inertial enct:gy,
on the other hand, had been regarded as the ability to do
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work. It was believed that the two were as different from
each other as, say, a square yard is different from an hour.
Einstein's theory, however, implies that matter and energy
are merely two different manifestations of the same funda-
mental physical reality, and that each maybe converted into
the other according to the famous equation:

E: MCz

where B : quantity of energy,
14 = quantity of matter, and
C = speed of light in a vacuum.

Nuclei Contain Enerdy

One more piece of information must be fitted into the
story of the atom before it becomes clear why some people
began to realize during the 1920s that atomic nuclei contain
vast stores of energy that might some day revolutionize
civilization. This last item has to do with a nuclear phe-
nomenon known as the packing fraction.

Since any nucleus consists of a certain numberof protons
and neutrons, it seems logical that the total weight of the
nucleus could be determined by adding together the individ-
ual weights of the particles in it. Whenmass spectrographs
of sufficiently high accuracy became available, however, it
was found that in the case of nuclearweights, the whole was
not equal to the sum of its parts ! AII nuclei (except hydro-
gen) weigh less than the sum of the weights of the particles
in them.

For example, the atomic weight of a proton is 1.00812
and that of a neutron is 1.00893. (These are relative
weights based on an internationally accepted scale.) It
woul.d seem then that a nucleus of helium containing two
protons and two neutrons should have an atomic weight of
2 x 1.00812 plus 2 x 1.00893 or 4.0341. Actually the atomic
weight of helium as measured by the mass spectrograph is
only 4.0039. (See Figure 4.)

Albert Einstein in 1905.

Courtesy Lotte Jacobi, Hills -
boro, New Hampshire
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NUCLEUS
,i , ri. iTWO PROTONS

ANT TWO NEUTRONS

Figure 4 A case zaheyethe uhole is not equal tothe surnoJ its parts.
Two protons and two neutrons a.re distinctlj heauier than a ltelitttrt
nucleus, nhich also consists ctJ two p,t'otons and tno netttlc.tns. Ett-
eT gy makes up the difJet,ence-

What happens to the missing atomic weight of 0.0302 ?

Physicists now realize that, as postulated in Einstein,s
formula, it must be converted into energy I The conversion
occurs when the protons and neutrons are drawn together
into a helium nucleus by the powerful nuclear forces be-
tween them.

When the missing atomic weight 0.0302 is multiplied by
the square of the velocity of light according to Einstein,s
theory, it is found to represent a tremendous amount of
energy. Indeed, the energy released in forming a helium
nucleus from two protons and two neutrons turns out to be
seven million times that released when a carbon atom
combines with an oxygen molecule to produce a molecule
of carbon dioxide in the familiar process of combustion.

The general behavior of such losses in atomic weight for
atoms throughout the periodic table had been determined as
early as 1927, largely throughtheworkof Aston, the English
scientist who developed the first mass spectrograph. His
results show that, in general, if two light nuclei combine to
form a heavier one, the new nucleus does not weigh as
much as the sum of the original ones. This behavior con-
tinues up to the level of the so-called "transition 6sfals"-
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iron, nickel, and cobalt-in the periodic table. But if two
nuclei heavier than iron are coalesced into a single very
heavy nucleus found near the end of the periodic table (such
as uranium), the new nucleus weighs more than the sum of
the two nuclei that formed it.

Thus, if a very heavy nucleus could be divided into parts,
energy would be released, and the sum of the weights of the
fragments would be less than that of theoriginal nucleus,

In these two types of nuclear reactions, a small amount
of matter would actually vanish! Einstein's Special Theory
of Relativity states that the vanished matter would reappear
as an enormous quantity of energy.

During the late 1920s scientists began saying that a small
amount of matter could supply enough energy to drive a
large ship across the ocean. As we know, this prediction
has since been borne out by the performance of nuclear
submarines and surface vessels.

The NS Savannah zc,as

by nttclea't' pone't,.
lhe first ca.go-Passenger shi| to be dl'iuen

Courtesy States Marine Lines

?2e Nautilus u'as the Nauy's J'irst atomic-pouered submayine.
Courte sy U. S . Nalry
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1800 Dalton firmly establishes atomic theory of matter.

1890- Thomson's experiments with cathode rays prove the ex-
1900 istence of electrons. Atoms are founrl to contain negative

electrons and positive electric charge. Becquerel dis-
covers unstable (radioactive) atoms,

1905 Einstein postulates the equivalence of mass andenergy.

1911 Rutherfordrecognizesnucleus.

1919 Rutherford achieves transmutation of one stable chemical
element (nitrogen) into another (oxygen).

1920- Improved mass spectrographs show that changes in mass
1925 per nuclear particle accompanying transmutation account

for energy released by nucleus.

1932 Chadwickidentifiesneutrons.

1939 Discovery of uranium fission by Gerdan scientists.

1940 Discovery of neptunium by Edwin M. McMillan and Philip
H. Abelson and of plutonium by Glenn T. Seaborg and
associates at the University of Califofrria.

Achievement of first self-sustainin$ nuclear reaction,
University of Chicago.

First successful test of an atomic deviee, near Alamagordo,
New Mexico, followed by the dropping of atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Japan.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission sptablished by Act of
Congress.

First shipment of radioisotopes frorA Oak Ridge goes to
hospital in St. Louis, Missoun.

1.942

1945

1946

OHN()il(ll,(lGY

195 1

1952

I

I roo,

I

r954

1 955

1957

195 9

196 1

1962

196 3

7964

First significant amount of electricity (100 kilowatts) pro-
duced from atomic energy at testing station in Idaho.

First detonation of a thermonuclear bomb, Eniwetok Atoll,
Paci-fic Ocean.

President Eisenhower announces U. S. Atoms-for-Peace
program and proposes establishment of an international
atomic energy agency.

First nuclear-powered submarine, Nautilus, commis-
sioned.

First United Nations International Conference on Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy held in Geneva, Switzerland.

First commercial use of power from a civilian reactor
takes place in California.

Shippingport Atomic Power Plant in Pennsylvania reaches
fuII power of 60,000 kilowatts.

International Atomic Energy Agency formally established.

First nuclear-powered merchant ship, the SauannalL,
launched at Camden, New Jersey.

Commissioning of first nuclear-powered Polaris missile-
launching submarine G eorge Washington.

A radioisotope-powered electric power generator placed
in orbit, the first use of nuclear power in space.

Nuclear power plant in theAntarctic becomes operational.

President Kennedy ratified the Limited Test Ban Treaty
for the United States on October 7.

President Johnson signed law permitting private owner-
ship of certain nuclear materials.
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Fission Is Explained

Ettyicr.t I,-ernti
l90l - I 9.t1

Courtesy Chcrnical and

Engineering News

Physicists welcomed the neutron as a bullet that could
strike any nucleus, unopposed by electric repulsion. During
the middle 1930s, a number of investigators, chief among
them the Italian physicist Enrico Fermi, exposed many
different isotopes of the chemical elements to beams of
neutrons to see what would happen.

What usually happened was that the bombarded nuclei
would absorb neutrons, emit alpha, beta, or gamma rays,
and change into different isotopes. The identification of
the extremely small quantities of isotopes produced re-
quired the development of a fantastic new branch of chem-
istry known as radiochemistry, or, as one chemist put it,
"phantom chemistry."

In some cases the absorption of a neutron by a nucleus
was followed by the emission of a negative electron (beta
particle). This produced an atom whose nuclear positive
charge had been increased by one unit and which therefore
belonged at the next higher place on the periodic table.
Fermi and others then considered the fascinating pos-
sibility of doing the same thing to uranium, the last-known
element on the periodic table, to create previously unknown
chemical elements. The results of bombarding uranium
with neutrons turned out to be extremely complex, but it
eventually became clear that "transuranic" eLements (those
heavier than uranium) could actually be made in this way.*

*For more information, see Sytt.tlrctic
itnothcr Loolilt.L in tlris scrit,s.
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Some of the complex results
of bombarding uranium with
neutrons formed an intriguing
puzzle that kept various in-
vestigators busy for several
years. In 1939 the German
chemists Otto Hahn and Fritz
Strassmann and the physicists
Lise Meitner and Otto Frisch
were able to announce a solu-
tion. The absorption of a neu-
tron by a certain uranium
nucleus (Iater shown to be Lise x,lciLrter and olLo lrahtt itt
that of the relatively rare iso- thei.r labol,atory in t,ttc 1930s.

tope uranium-235) catt result courtesy Adriison-wesley Publishing co.

in a splitting, or fission, of.

the nucleus into two parts with separate weights that place
them somewhere near the middle of the periodictable.

The announcement of this discovery created quite a stir
among physicists because a nuclear process of this nature
must release a very large amount of energy.

The excitement among physicists became even greater
when it was realized that this newly discovered process of

Scale rnodel oJ Lhe CP-l (Chicago Pile No. J) rtsed by Etu'ico Ferttti
atul his associates on DccetrLbe'r 2, 1912, lo acltieue the Jirst selJ'-
sttsLaining ttu.clean' reacLiotL. AlLertLate layers ctJ' graphile, corttctirt-
ing uraniun ttrctal andf or ut,antiuttt rlxide, u:er.c separated by ktyers
oJ solitl gt,aphiLe blocks. Graphite uas used lo slott dotttt. tLettrotts
Lo inc't'ease lhe lihelihood oJ Jissious.

Trn tts u t'attitt t t t ELe nt cttLs,



fission was accompanied by the release of several free
neutrons from the splitting nucleus. Each new neutron
could, if properly slowed down by a moderating material,
cause another nucleus to split and release more energy and
still more neutrons, and so on, as illustrated in Figure 5.
(A moderator is necessary because fast, newly released
neutrons are too readily absorbed by uranium-238 nuclei,
which rarely split.) Apparently all that was needed to
achieve this spectacular kind of a chain reaction was to
assemble enough uranium in one place so that the released
neutrons would have a good chance of finding another 235U

nucleus before escaping from the pile, The amount of fis-
sionable material required to sustain a chain reaction is
termed the "critical mass." A team of scientists led by
Fermi achieved the first self-sustaining nuclear reactionon
December 2, t942, under the grandstand at the University
of Chicago's athletic field. This date is often referred to
as the beginning of the Nuclear Age.

The Fission Bomb Is Exploded

The American scientists present on that historic Decem-
ber day were part of the tremendous super-secret scien-
tific and industrial complex that bore the unreveaiing title
Manhattan District. The United States had been at war al-
most a year. An uncontrolled fission reaction gave promise
of producing an explosion of untold proportions. Thisprom-
ise, coupled with the possibility that enemy scientists
might be nearing such a goal, had launched a vast Allied
effort.

The Manhattan Project, as it was commonly known, in-
cluded a variety of "hush-hush" facilities. Each ofthese in-
stallations, in New York, Illinois, Tennessee, New Mexico,
California, and Washington, had its own experts working
night and day to solve the baffling problems surrounding
development of a fission weapon.

Ordinary uranium as found in nature was not suitable for
an atomic bomb because less than one percent of the atoms
in it are fissionable lsotope 235g.* It therefore became
necessary to find some means for separating the rare 235U

from the large quantity of 238U. Chemistry could not do it
since the two isotopes are identical chemically.

Several methods of achieving large-scale separationwere
tried. The most successful and economical, knownas "gas-
eous diffusionr" involves compressing normal uranium, in
the form of uranium hexafluoride gas, against a porous
barrier containing millions of holes, each smallerthantwo-
millionths of an inch. Since the 23sU molecules are slightly
lighter than the 238U, they bounce against the barrier more
frequently and have a greater chance of penetrating. Thus,
atthough the gas at first contains only0.7ok 235U,the process
of compression is repeated several thousand times, and the
proportion gradually increases until the necessary con-
centration is reached.

For this operation an enormous plant containing a very
large barrier area, miles of piping, and countless pumps
was built at Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

*The designation 236U is a new

age, for the more lamiliar stYle,
forrnat, now in international us-
U235, to clcsignate isotoltcs.

Figure 5 This diag.t am
shons trshat happens in a
chain 't'eac tion 't,es ulting
from fission of u'ranium-
235 atoins.

FISSION FRAGMENI

CHANGES TO
PLUTONIUM

FISSION FRAGMENT

STRAY NEUTRON

FISSION FRAGMENI
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At the same time that vast efforts were being made to

produce 
" 

235g bomb, another proiect of equal importance

was being pursued to develop a different kind of fission
bomb. Uncertainty as to whether it would be possible to

separate usable amounts of 235U led to a decision to exploit

a highly significant discovery about one of the transuranic
elements.

By 1941 Glenn T. Seaborg, Edwin M. McMillan, Philip H'

Abelson, and others at the Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley,

california, had identified isotopes of two new transuranic
elements developed when they bombarded 238U nuclei with

neutrons. The new elements were named neptunium and

plutonium after the planets Neptune and Pluto, which lie
beyond Uranus in the solar system.* One isotope of pluto-

nium, plutonium-239, which resulted from the absorption

of a neutron by a 238U nucleus and the emission of two beta

particles, was discovered to be as fissionable as 235U and

hence theoretically just as feasible for a bomb. Since pluto-

nium is chemically different from uranium, it offered the

tremendous advantage that it could readily be concentrated

by conventional chemical techniques.
The way to manufacture usable amounts of plutonium, an

element that had never before been detected on earth, is to
expose uranium to a very intense neutron bombardment'

The best-known place to find a rich supply of neutrons

was the heart of a self-sustaining chain-reacting pile of

First atomic bowb exPlosiott
at Alarnagol'do, New lVIexico'

at 5:30 a.trl. on JILY 16' 1945'

CourtesY U' S' AmY

uranium. Accordingly, verY
large piles, or reactoT's, were
rushed to completion near the
Columbia River at Hanford,
Washington, to make pluto-
nium.

On JuIy 16, 1945, a Pluto-
nium bomb, carefuIly assem-
bled by another grouP of
scientists at '?roject Yr" Los
Alamos, New Mexico, was
successfully tested in the New

Mexico desert. The heat from that first man-made nuclear
explosion completely vaporized a tall steel tower and
melted several acres of surrounding surface sand. The
flash of light was the brightesttfie earthhad ever witnessed.

A 235U bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, Japan, on
August 6, 1945. Three days later a plutonium bomb was
dropped on Nagasaki, Japan. Hostilities ended onAugust14,
1945.

Nuelear [nergy Is Needed lor the Future

The chief source of the enormous quantities of energy
used daily by modern civilization is fossil fuels in the form
of coal, petroleum, and natural gas. Concentrated sources
of these fuels, though large, are far frominexhaustible, and
it has been said that future historians may refer to the
brief time when they wereusedas "the fossil-fuel incident."

The next great source of energy will probably be nuclear
reactors, in which controlled chainreactions release energ"y
from the large store of fissionable materials in the world.*

These lights of dotontoun Pitts-
bu.gh are symbolic oJ the gen-
eration of elect't'icity by atomic
pouer Jrom Shippingpo'tt, Penn-
syluania, the site of the wol,ld's
first full-scale atomic-electric
generation station excl usiuely for
ciuilian needs, Hotnes and Jacto-
'ries of the gTeater Pittsbu'rgh
area are 't,eceiuing the elect'ticity
produced at the plant and trans-
mitted th't,ough the Duquesne Light
Company system. The Shipping-
Port plant is a joint ptoject of
Westinghouse Elect't'ic Co't,pol,a-
tion, U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission, and the Duquesne Light
Company,
Courtesy Westinghoue Electic Corporation

+For more in-formation on

other booklet in this series.
reactorg, see Nuclear Reaclot,s, an-*For more about

in this series.
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plutonium, see Pltr.toniuln, a corr'par.ion booklet
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The accomplishments of nuclear power in the propulsion
of ships have already been noted. In addition, there is now
goi.ng on in industrialized countries in different parts of the
world a large-scale development of nuclear power plants
for production of electricity. Nuclear electric power is
approaching the point where it will be economically com-
petitive with power from hydroelectric plants or those
burning coal, oil, or gas as fuels. Improvements innuclear
power technology are rapidly being made, and it is now

widely predicted that before the end of this century most
new electric power plants will be nuclear,

Fusion Has Potential

One of the greatest puzzles to be solved by physicists
arose from the work of geologists. When it became clear
that coal and other fossil remains of livingthings date from
many hundreds of millions of years ago, it was obvious
that the earth's sun had been shining at a quite steady rate
for an extremely long time.

How does it manage to do it ? What is its source of en-
ergy? Chemical energy supplied by combustion and gravi-
tational potential energy supplied by contraction are thou-
sands of times too small to have keptthe sun going for such
a long time.

The principle illustrated by Figure 4 suggests the most
probable source of energy for the sun and all the other stars
as well. It is known that the sun consists chiefly of hydro-
gen and that it has a temperature of about 40,000,000 de-
grees Fahrenheit near its center. Several kinds of nuclear
reactions produced in atom smashers have demonstrated
that hydrogen nuclei, if energized by being heated to a very
high temperature, can actually combine, or fuse, to form
helium nuclei.

The accompanying loss of weight per particle indicated
by Figure 4 must result in the appearance of sufficient en-
ergy to balance Einstein's famous equation, In fact, calcu-
Iations by the German-born American physicist Hans A.
Bethe and others show that, based on reasonable estimates
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Latrge loop pl,o?ninences on the
sun, caused by a locally intense
magnetic field. Pl oject Sherwood,
the U. S. plog,ram in cont.tolled
fusion, is deuoted to yeseat'ch on
fusion yeactions similar to those
fl'om ruhich the sun deriues its
ene.t/gy.

Courtesy Sacramento Peak Obsewatory,

AFCRL

of tfie conditions within the sun, familiar nuclear reactions
account for its energy. The calculations predict, further-
more, tltat the sun can confinue to operate at its present
level for many billions of years.

Since fusion of light nuclei is produced by extremely high
temperatures, fusionevents are called thermonucleay reac-
tions. The possibility of bringing about thermonuclear re-
actions on earth to serve as asource of energy has naturally
attracted much attention.

In spite of the fact that fusion of ordinary hydrogen atoms
(each of which has one proton as its nucleus) supports the
activity of the sun, this particular reaction seems to occur
much too slowly to be usable on earth. Other isotopes of
hydrogen, called deuterium and tritium, however, which
contain one and two neutrons in their nuclei, respectively,
fuse much more rapidly and seem to be potential earthly
sources of controlled thermonuclear energy.

The first large-scale appli-
cation of thermonuclear en-
erg'y was tfie so-calledhydro-
gen bomb, or "H-bomb. " For
a brief time an exploding fis-
sion bomb develops a tem-

An early phase oJ a nuclear deto-
nation at Eniuetok Atoll during
the 195f tests.

Courtesy Joint Task Force Tbree



perature of hundreds of millions of degrees Fahrenheit, hot
enough to cause some light nuclei to fuse. In the hydro-
gen bomb, light nuclei of deuterium and/or tritium are
exposed to this temperature during such afissionexplosion.
The resulting fusion of these nuclei causes the explosion to
be hundreds of times more powerful than that of the fission
device alone. In 1952 the Atomic Energy Commission test-
fired such a thermonuclear device at Eniwetok Atoll in tfie
Pacific Ocean. The energy released by the highly efficient
device produced an explosion that completely destroyed the
coral islet where it was detonated.

Fusion of light nuclei would be a much "cleanert' source
of energy for peaceful purposes than fission of heavy ones,
because the 'bshest' of fission reactions are radioactive
while those of fusion (helium atoms) are not. Great tech-
nical difficulties must be overcome, however, before a
controlled thermonuclear reaction is possible. Fusionable
material must be heated to a
temperahrre of over 100 mil-
lion degrees Fahrenheit and
must be contained long enough
for an appreciable amount of
fusion to occur.

At such extreme tempera-
tures all atoms are stripped
of electronsl the resulting
mixture of nuclei and free
electrons is called a plasma.
Several laboratories are no'\rr

working on the problems con-
nected with creating and con-
taining plasma, Ordinary solid
containers cannot beused. On
contact with plasma they would
instaltly vaporize and would
cool the plasma below the
temperature ne c e s s ary for
fusion to occur. Fortunately,
however, the particles that
make up a plasma, being
'charged electrically, respond
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to forces in a magnetic field. A strong magnetic field of
proper shape exerts a large confining pressure on a body of
plasma in a high-vacuum chamber. Thus plasma can be
contained in a small volume well removed from the walls of
the chamber by surrounding the chamber with suitably de-
signed large magnets or solenoids to create a "magnetic
bottle." In addition, a sudden increase in the intensity of the
field can compress the plasmal this compression raises the
temperahrre of the plasma to near that required for fusion.

The greatest problem encountered to date is the extreme
instability of the plasma and the corresponding difficulty of
maintaining it at the proper temperature longer than a few
millionths of a second. Many physicists now think that the
successful exploitation of thermonuclear energy will not
occur for many years. When and if it is achieved, however,
the deuterium present in the oceans of the earth wiII
represent an almost inexhaustible source of energy,

lsotopes Have Many Uses

The ability to produce and control nuclear reactions is
a-ffecting, and will doubtless continue to affect, human life
in two outstanding ways. One way is by making tremendous
amounts of energy available, either as explosions or as
energy released from controlled reactions for peacetime
use. The other way is by producing a vast variety of radio-
active isotopes, first in the particle accelerators ("atom
smasherstt) mentioned earlier, and now in large quantities
in nuclear reactors.

The presence of a radioactive isotope can be detected by
instruments like the familiar Geiger counter; for this rea-
son isotopes make wonderful tracers. These telltale atoms,
which, in effect, continually cry "Here I am," can trace
the course of a chemical elementthroughanykind of chemi-
caL reaction. Chemists are taking advantage of this new
way of tagging atoms to study reaction patterns that, here-
tofore, have been obscure.

As a consequence, a scientist's ability to synthesize
scarce chemicals is being increased. The exact role of
numerous essential trace elements in the growth and

This plasma is being pushed
outward by an internal mag-
netic field as inslabilities
Brou on its internal sul'face.
The photo was taken by means
of a fast-shutte. phoLctg't'aplty
pe't miLling photo sequences
at inleruals oJ 3 to 5 ntil-
lionlhs of a second.

Courtesy General Atomic Division,
General Dynamics Corporation
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Radioisotopes at Work
metabolism of living things, including people, is being
studied by the use of tagged atoms.

As sources of radiation, radioactive isotopes are fre-
quently replacing more expensive and less convenient
sources such as radium and X-ray machines. The medical
treatment of diseased tissue has been greatly expedited by
the new sources. In industry many applications of radiation
sources have been made. They are used, for example, in
thickness gauging and in making radiographs to check the
quality of large castings, The sterilizatLon and preserva-
tion of food is another promising use for inexpensive
radioactive sources.

As a controllable means for inducing geneti.c mutations,
radioactive isotopes are speeding up the process of select-
ing and developing superior agricultural products. Practi-
cally every agricultural research center in the world has
one or more projects under way which involve the use of
isotopes.

Small devices have also been constructed which produce
electricity from heat generated by decay of radioisotopes.
Such devices have been used to power instruments in a
remotely located unmanned weather station, a navigational
buoy, a lighthouse, an underwater navigational beacon, and
space satellites. Many additional uses are foreseen for
these isotopic power generators.

The Atomic Energy Commission

Following the end of World War II avigorous controversy
developed as to whether atomic energy development in the
United States should continue under military control or be
transferred to civilian control. The proponents of civilian
control won out, and a civilian Atomic Energy Commission
was established by the Atomic Energy Act of 1946. Under
this Act, which was amended in 1954, the AEC manufactures
nuclear weapons for the armed servicesl produces fis-
sionable materials for both military and civilian purposes;
fosters research and development in the basic sciences
underlying atomic energy and in applications such as power

I HOUR 48 HOURS

lN MEDICINEI. Ioditze-l3l ye-
ueals spread oJ th1l,oid can-
cer in patient's body.

lN SPACE: Plutonium-238 is the
fuel Jor the atomic generalol'
poaering this TRANSIT satellite.

Courtesy The Martin Company

lN FOOD PRESERVATION'. PotaLoes stot,ctt
Jo't, 18 tnontlts at '17"F. PoLalo al right ltad
been irradiated, that ott leJL had not.

lN INDUSTRY: Radioactiue ir id i rtnt
uas us ed Lo irts pec L the hrtll o.f the
L' a t, ), iL t/. Independence.

Couftesy Tecbnical Operatioro, Inc.
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PresidenL Tl,uman signs the bill cTeating the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission ort August l, 1946. Behind lhe Presidenl ,left to righl:
Senators T'r.tttt Cottnally, Eugette D. fuIiLlilzin, Erltuin C. Johnson,
Thomas C.lIat,t, Brieu McMahon, Wart'en. R.Austin,and RichardB.
Russell. Courtesy Unitct Press International

production and uses of radioisotopes; regulates the activi-
ties of private organizations using atomic energy; and
distributes inJormation about atomic energy. (This booklet
is a small example; most of the inJormation distributed is
much more detailed and technical.)

Almost all of the AEC's materials production and re-
search and development activities are carried out under
contract by other organizations. American industry, uni-
versities, and research organizations also are engaged in
widespread atomic energy activities of their own, subject
only to such government regulations as are needed to pro-
tect national securi.ty and public health and safety. For
example, the largest atomic electric power plants now in
operation in this country are privately owned, as are
numerous small atomic reactors used for research. At the
end of 1962 some 7000 firms, institutions or individuals in
the United States held federal or state Iicenses giving them
permission to use radioisotopes. The number of persons
employed in atomic energy work in the United States is
estimated to be about 140,000, of which only 8000 work for
the Federal Government.
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Toward an Inlernational Atom

In December 1953, President Eisenhower, in a memo-
rable address to the General Assembly of the United Na-
tions, proposed the establishment under the aegis of the
United Nations of an International Atomic Energy Agency
"to serve the peaceful pursuits of mankind.t' Thisproposal
captured the imagination of people everywhere, artdnegotia-
tions soon began as to the purpose, structure, scope, and
program of such an organization. In October 1956 an 81-
nation United Nations conference unanimously adopted a

statute for the agency, which came into existence a year
Iater with headquarters in Vienna, Austria. By the end of
1962 the IAEA had 78 member countries. Its most impor-
tant work has been assisting some of the less developed
nations of the world to begin programs for peaceful use of
atomic energy.

On Decembe. 8, 1953, President Dr,t'ight D. Eisenhotoer proposecl
beJore the United Nations Gencral Assembly that an Inte.national
Atomic Ene't'gy Agency be established thl'ottgh uhich all nations
could share knott'ledge and rnaLerials Lo deueLop the peaceJttl uses
oJ atomic energ)) for the beneJ'it oJ all tnankitrd. Seated on the
presidential platJo't'm are, leJl to 't'igltL, M't'. Dag Hatnmarskjdld,
Secretal,y-General oJ the U. N., Madame Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit oJ
India, Presidenl oJ' the Ge'nel'al As s entbly , and Ml'. Andt'eu Col'dier ,

Exc utiue Assistant to the Secreta't'y -General.
Coutesy United Natiotr



This 150, )}}-kilowatt, dual-cycle, boiling-watet, reacto't', located
35 miles north of Naples, Italy, on the Gat'igliano RiDet/, aas built
by General Elect't,ic undev the Uni.ted States-Euratotm Joint Pl'o-
gram. It achieaed c'titicality on June 5, 1963.

Even before the international agency became an accom-
plished fact, the United States sought on its own to imple-
ment the spirit of President Eisenhower's proposal. It
initiated in 1955 an Atoms-for-Peace Program under which
the United States has made bilateral agreements with some
40 nations for the sharing of information on peaceful uses
of atomic energy and under which the United States has
helped other nations to acquire nuclear reactors and ma-
terials for peaceful use.

Mention should also be made of the International ConJer-
ences on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy which the United
Nations held in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1955, 1958, and
1964. The 1955 conJerence was particularly noteworthy in
that it marked the first time that scientists had met on a
worldwide basis to discuss atomic energy. At and follow-
ing this meeting much information previously kept secret
was made public.
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totion Pictures

Available for loan without charge from theAEC Headquarters FiIm
Library, Division of Public Information, U. S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission, Washington, D. C., and from other AEC film libraries.

Each of the following motion pictures explains atomic structure,
fission, and the chain reaction. Additional contents are listed be-
Iow with the film.

A Is for Atom, 75 minutes, sound, color, 1964. Produced by the
General Electric Company. This film discusses natural and
artificially produced elements, stable and unstable atoms, prin-
ciples and applications of nuclear reactors, and the benefits of
atomic radiation to biology, medicine, industry, and agriculture.
(Level: elementary through high school.)

Atomic Energy, 10 minutes, sound, black and white, 1950. Pro-
duced by Encyclopedia Britannica Films, Inc. The film explains
nuclear synthesis and shows how, through photosynthesis, the
sun's energy is stored on earth and released through combus-
tion. (Level: intermediate through high schooi.)

Controlling Atomic Energy, 1372 minutes, sound, color, 1961. Pro-
duced by United World Films, Inc. This film gives a summary
explanation of the following: radioactive atoms, radioactivity
measurement, nuclear reactors, and the production and applica-
tion of radioisotopes in biology, medicine, industry, agriculture,
and research. (Level: Sth through Sth grades.)

Introducing Atoms and Nuclear Ene,tgy, 11 minutes, sound, color,
1963. Produced by Coronet Instructional Films. This film dis-
cusses nuclear fusion in the sun and, very briefly, the uses of
nuclear energy. (Level: 4th through 9th grades.)

Atomic Physics, 90 minutes, sound, black and white, 1948. Pro-
duced by the J. Arthur Rank Organisation, Inc. This film dis-
cusses in detail the history and development of atomic energy
with emphasis on nuclear physics. Dalton's basic atomic theory,
Faraday's early electrolysis experiments, and Mendeleev's
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periodic table, the investigation of cathodc rays, discovery o1

the electron, how the nature of positive rays \\ias established,
and the discovery of X rays are among the historical highlights.
Explanation is presented of the work of the Joliot-Curie's and

Chadwick in the discovery of the neutron, and the splitting of the
iithium atom by Cockcroft and Walton. Einstein tells how their
work illustrates his theory oI equivalence ol mass and energy.
(Level: high school.)

Un|ocking the Atom, 20 minutes, sound, black and white, 1950. Pro-
duced by United World Films, Inc. This film explains thc prop-
erties of alpha, beta, and gamma rays, cyclotrons, and the con-
tributions of varicus scientists. (Level: junior and scnior high
school. )

This "Understanding the Atom" series of semi-technical lecture
films is designed lor inclusion in a high school senior-level chem-
istry or physics course, or it could be used as an introductional
unit in nuclear science at the college level. The films all have

sound and are in black and whitc.

Alpha, Beta, and Garmtna,44 minutes, 1962,

Radiation and Matter, 44 minutes, 1962.

Radiation Detectiott by lonization, 30 minutes, 7962,
Radiation Detection by Scintillatioz, 30 minutes, 1963,

Properties oJ Radiation, 30 minutes, 1962.
Nucleat, Reactions, 2912 minutes, 1963.

Radiological SaJeLy, 30 minutes, 1963,
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